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ON THE WEAK*-RADON NIKODYM PROPERTY

ELIAS SAAB

We say that a certain property in a Banach space E is stable by subspaces if every
closed subspace of E enjoys the same property. It is well known that the Radon-Nikodym
property is stable by subspaces while the Weak Radon-Nikodym property is not. In his
recent memoir, Talagrand investigated the stability of the Weak*Radon-Nikodym property
which is a generalization of the Weak Radon-Nikodym property and showed that under
Axiom L, the Weak*Radon-Nikodym property is stable by subspaces. It is still an open
problem whether or not this result holds without this extra'set theoretical hypothesis. In
this paper we show that in a dual Banach space, the Weak*Radon-Nikodym property is
stable by subspaces without assuming Axiom L. Other related results are discussed.

Let E be a Banach space and (S7, E, p) be a measure space. A function of / : $7 —>E
is said to be scalarly measurable if for every x* in E* , the function x* f is measurable.
A scalarly measurable function is said to be Pettis integrable if for every A in £ there
exists an xA in E such that

x'(xA)= [x'fdp

for every x* in E* . If / is Pettis integrable and strongly measurable, then / is called
Bochner integrable.

In case E = F* is the dual of a Banach space F, the function / is said to be
weak*-scalarly measurable if for every x in F the function xf is measurable and if for
each 4 in E there exists an x\ in E — F* such that

X*A(X) = /
JA

for every x in F, the function / will be called weak*-integrable and x*A will be denoted
by «i* — JAfdfi. The function / is said to be weak*-scalarly bounded if for x in F,
the function xf is bounded.

It is known ([8], p. 74) that for any bounded linear operator
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324 Elias Saab [2]

has a weak*-density, that is there exists a weak*-measurable, weak*-scalarly bounded

function

f-.n-+E

so that

{x,Tg) = Igxfdf.i.

It is also known [8, p. 36] that for any weak*-scalarly bounded function

/ : U->E

there exists a bounded function
g: n -*E

so that for every x £ F, xf = xg /.t—almost everywhere. So every bounded linear
operator

T:L1(ti)^E = F*

has a bounded weak*density.

In the sequel, E will stand for a Banacli space that is not necessarily a dual space
and L1 for Ly[0,1] endowed with Lebesgue measure A.

The Banacli space E is said to have the W*RNP if every bounded linear operator
T: L1-* E has a Pettis density valued in E** , it is said to have the B*RNP if every
bounded linear operator T: L1-^ E has a bounded weak* density valued in E** that
has the Bourgain property (see the definition below). Talagrand [8, p. 88] proved that
under Axiom L, a Banacli space E has the W*RNP if and only if every subspace has
the W*RNP. Here we show that a Banacli space E has the B*RNP if and only if every
subspace of E has the B*RNP. We use this result to show that for dual Banacli spaces
the W*RNP is stable by subspac.es without assuming Axiom L.

All notations and notions used and not defined can be found in [1], [4], and [5].

DEFINITION 1: Let (fi, £,/Li) be a measure space. A family if' of real-valued func-
tions on $7 is said to have the Bourgain property if the following condition is satisfied:
For each set A of positive measure and for each a > 0, there is a finite collection F
of subsets of positive measure of A such that for each function / in tj.' •> tpDe inequality

O(f,B) = Supf{B)-in{f{B)<a

holds for some member B of F.

It is known that if V' lias the Bourgain property then

(1) the pointwise closure of if' satisfies the Bourgain property;
(2) each element in the pointwise closure of i/.* is measurable;
(3) each element in the pointwise closure of i/' is the almost everywhere limit

of a sequence from ip .
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[3] Weak*-Radon Nikodym Property • 325

DEFINITION 2: Let (ft,E,/*) be a measure space and let E be a Banach space.
A function / : SI —>E is said to have the Bourgain property if the family {x*f;x* £
^ * , | | s * | | < 1} has the Bourgain property.

REMARK: If E = F* is the dual of a Banach space F then / : SI -*E has the

Bourgain property if and only if the family

{xf; xeF, \\x\\ < 1}

has the Bourgain property.

Recall that ([4], p.521, Theorem 13) implies that if / is bounded and has the
Bourgain property then / is Pettis-integrable. In [2] an example has been given of
a Pettis-integrable function without the Bourgain property. The next proposition will
allow us to give another example.

PROPOSITION 3. Let (n,E,/n) be a measure space and let E be a Banach space.
Let f: SI —>E he bounded and has the Bourgain property then the set {m(A) = Pettis—
JA fd/x; A € £} is relatively compact in E .

PROOF: First note that the set

S = {x*f; ( ' ££ • ; \\x*\\ ^ 1}

as a subset of £1(n, E, A) is compact, to see this let x^f be a sequence in S. Let v be
a cluster point of the sequence (E* ) in ( BE- , weak*), therefore vf is in the pointwise
closure of {x^f,n ^ 1} which has the Bourgain property, hence there is a subsequence
x*nkf converges to vf in X1(f2,S,A). A standard technique finishes the proof. |

Fremlin and Talagrand [2] constructed a function / : (SI, S,̂ .)—d°° that is Pettis
integrable but such that the set

{Pettis- /
JA

fdfi; A e S}
A

is not relatively compact, hence this function does not have the Bourgain property.
Recall the following definitions:

DEFINITION 4: A Banach space E has the Radon Nikodym Property (RNP)
[resp. the weak Radon Nikodym Property (WRNP)J if each bounded linear operator
T: Ll—>E has a Bochner density, (resp. a Pettis-density).

In [8], Talagrand showed that under axiom(L) a Banach space E has the W*RNP
if and only if every separable subspace of E has the W*RNP.

It is easy to see that the WRNP is not stable by subspaces.
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We will show that the B*RNP is always stable by subspaces (that is, without

assuming Axiom L). To do that we need some preliminaries.

Let (7Tn)njji be the sequence of the dyadic partition of [0,1], and let £„ denote

the u—algebra generated by 7rn. Let F be a Banach space and let / : [0,1]—>F*

be a bounded function that is weak*-scalarly measurable. Consider the F* -valued

martingale ( /„ ,£„) where /„ is defined by

_ y wLfd\

It was shown in [4] that if / has the Bourgain property then the family

{ < / „ , « ) ; n£N, x£F \\x\\ ^ 1 }

has the Bourgain property. Using this we can now prove the following proposition.

Before stating this proposition let T: Ll—*E be a bounded linear operator and let

_ v T(XA)

~ Ait ^A)XA

be its associated martingale.

PROPOSITION 5. The operator T: Ll^,E has a bounded weak* density in E**

that has the Bourgain property if and only if the set H = {{gn, x*);x" 6 E*, \\x*\\ < 1;

n ^ 1} has the Bourgain property.

PROOF: We can suppose | | r | | = 1. If T has a bounded weak*-density / : [0,1]—»

E** that has the Bourgain property then

T(XA)
-XA

w * — /
— XA

Apply ([4], p.527, L.7 to L.-4) to see that H = {(gn,x*); x* G E*, \\x*\\ ^ 1, n > 1}

has the Bourgain property. |

Conversely, suppose that the set H has the Bourgain property.

Let g be a cluster point of the sequence {gn} in Bg',\'. Let y* £ £J*,||y*|| ^ 1,

then y*g belongs to the pointwise closure of the set

{(gn,y*); n > 1}
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which has the Bourgain property since it is a subset of H. Hence y*g is measurable and

there is a subsequence (gnk) such that

A-almost everywhere.

Let /iy« be a Radon-Nikodym derivative of y*T with respect to the Lebesgue

measure A . The sequence

converges in L1 to hy» , therefore for any Borel set B in [0,1]

lim / y*gnkdX = / hy>dX
k
 JB JB

= y'(T(XB))

but by (*)

lim / y*gnkdX = f y'gdX.k
 JB JB

Hence JBy'gdX = y*(T(XB)).
This shows that g is a bounded weak*-derivative of T. To finish the proof, notice

that the set
M = {x*g; | |*1 < 1}

is included in the pointwise closure of H. Hence M has the Bourgain property. Con-
sequently T has a bounded weak*- density g valued in E" that has the Bourgain
property.

The next proposition will give another equivalent characterization of an operator
T: L1 —> E that has a bounded weak* density valued in E** that has the Bourgain
property.

A lifting of Loo is a map p from Loo to the space measurable functions that is
linear, multiplicative, positive such that p(f) belongs to the class of / for each / 6 Loo-

A bounded subset M of Loo is said to satisfy "The Bourgain condition under
lifting" [7] (if for (an equivalence class) of a set A C [0,1], X(A) > 0 and e > 0,
there is a partition P = (Ai,... ,An) of A into (equivalence classes of) subsets of
A, X(Ai) > 0, such that for each g £ M, there is some 1 ^ i ^ n such that

ess sup g(Ai) - ess inf g{Ai) <£
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PROPOSITION 6. An operator T: L1 —• E has a bounded weak* density in E**

that has the Bourgain property if and only if T*(BE*) satisfies the Bourgain condition

under lifting.

PROOF: We can suppose ||T|| = 1. If T has a bounded weak*-density / : [0.1] -»

E** that has the Bourgain property then

(Here we abuse the notation to really say that for each g G T*(BE*) there is an

x* G BE* SO that g belongs to the class of x* f.) Since / has the Bourgain property,

it follows immediately that T*(BE*) satisfy the Bourgain condition under lifting. |

Conversely, suppose that T*(BE») satisfies the Bourgain condition under lifting.
Let p be a lifting of ! „ . Define

g: [0,1J-J5T

by g(t,x*) = p(T*x*)(t). It is easy to see that g{t) belong to E** for any t £ [0,1].

Since T*(BE* ) satisfies the Bourgain condition under lifting, it follows that g has
the Bourgain property.

If ft G £'[0,1] then

,x*) = (h,T*x* > = / hT*x'dX = f hx'gdX
Jo Jo

(Th

so g is bounded weak* density of T.

COROLLARY 7. Let E be a Banach space, then the following are equivalent:

(1) E has the B'RNP;

(2) Every subspace of E has the B*RNP;

(3) Every separable subspace of E has the B*RNP.

PROOF: It is enough to show that (1)=> (2). Proving this boils down to using the

Hahn-Banach Theorem coupled with either Proposition 5 or Proposition 6. Here we do

it using Proposition 5. Let F be a closed linear subspace of E and let

T: L1 -+ F

be a bounded linear operator and let (gn)n^i be its associated martingale. To see that

T has a bounded weak*-density g valued in F** it is enough to show that the set
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[7] Weak*-Radon Nikodym Property 329

has the Bourgain property and apply Proposition 5.

But by Proposition 5 the set

LE = {(gn,y*); y* e E*,\\ym\\ ^ i , n > 1}

has the Bourgain property.

Let A be such that X(A) > 0 (A is the Lebesgue measure on [0,1]) and let e > 0,
then there exists

Fu...,FkCA

so that

i) > 0

and if

x* G -EMIE'II < 1 and n

Let {gn,y*) G LF. Extend y* G F* to an x* E E* such that ||a:'|| = \\y*\\ . Notice
that gn is F-valued so

Hence

Hence Lp has the Bourgain property. This finishes the proof. |

The following proposition is immediate:

PROPOSITION 8. Let E be a Banach space that is complemented in its bidual

E". If E has the W'RNP then E has the WRNP.

PROPOSITION 9. Let F = E* be the dual of a Banach space E. Then the following

statements are equivalent:

(1) The space F has the WRNP.

(2) The space F has the W'RNP.

(3) The space F has the B.'RNP.

PROOF: (2) => (1) is Proposition 8. (3) => (2) is clear. To see that (1)=4- (3), let
T: L1 —> E* be a bounded linear operator. Let
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be a bounded weak*-density of T. For every n ^ 1 let

\(A)

\(A)

be the martingale associated to T. If

does not have the Bourgain property then ([4], p.529, L.15) there exists a sequence (xn)
in E, \\xn\\ < 1 so that the sequence ((/ , xn)) is equivalent to the l\ basis in £<» •
This implies that (x n ) is equivalent to the /j basis in E, but this is impossible since
E* has the WRNP. |

Talagrand [8] showed that if a Banach space F has the W*RNP, then (under

Axiom L) every subspace of F has the WRNP.

The following Corollary shows that Talagrand's result is true without assuming

Axiom L if F = E* .

COROLLARY 10. Let F — E* be the dual of a Banach space E. If F has the

WRNP, then every subspace of F has the W*RNP.

PROOF: By Proposition 9, the space F has the B*RNP, hence by Corollary 7

every subspace of F has the B*RNP and therefore every subspace of F has the

WRNP. |

The above corollary allows us to give an example (without Axiom L) of a Banach

space E that has the W*RNP but not the WRNP.

EXAMPLE 11: Let X — (JT)* be the dual of the James tree space. Since X does
not have the Radon-Nikodym Property, then X has a separable subspace E that does
not have the Radon-Nikodym Property. This E will have the W* RNP by Corollary 6
since X has the WRNP.

The following proposition is a consequence of [3], Proposition 3, and Proposition 8.

PROPOSITION 12. Let E be a Banach lattice then the following are equivalent:

(1) The space E has the RNP;

(2) TJie space E has the WRNP;

(3) The space E has the W*RN P ;

(4) The space E has the B*RNP .
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[9] Weak*-Radon Nikodym Property 331

Let E be a Banach space and K be a weak*-compact subset of E* .

Recall that K is a Pettis set if the identity map

( A > e a k * ) - > ( * - , || ||)

is universally Pettis integrable [4, p.510, L.-9].

DEFINITION 13: A weak*-compact subset K of E* is a Bourgain set if for every
Radon measure on (A', weak*) the identity map

has the Bourgain property.

The following proposition shows that the notion of Pettis sets and Bourgain sets
are the same, as suggested by Proposition 9.

PROPOSITION 14. Let K be a weak*-compact subset of E*, then the following

are equivalent:

(1) The set K is a Bourgain set.

(2) The set K is a Pettis set.

PROOF: (1)=^(2) is evident. To see that (2)=> (1), let

be the identity map. Let \i be a Radon measure on K . If / does not have the Bourgain
property, then by [4], there exists a sequence (xn) in the unit ball of E so that the
sequence (< / , xn >) is equivalent to the usual (^ basis in L00(A', //). |

Let / „ = ( < f,xn > ) . For each n^l,fn:K-*K defined by fn{x*) = x*(xn).

Let C(K) be the space of continuous function of K considered a subset of

Loo(K,fi). The sequence (/n) is included in C{K) and is equivalent to the usual t\

basis for the uniform norm on C(A'), hence by Rosenthal's theorem [5], the sequence

(fn) does not have any subsequence that converges pointwise. On the other hand, the

set A" is a Pettis set, so by [6], there exists a sequence ( i n j so that

Umxnk{x*)

exists for every x' in K. But this means that the sequence ( / n t ) of (/„) converges
pointwise. This contradiction finishes the proof.

REMARK: Walter Schachermayer (private communication) said that, using a recent
result of Talagrand and Theorem 5.2 of [7], one can deduce that B'RNP is equivalent
to strong regularity [7J. This will give a somewhat indirect proof of Corollary 7.
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